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A330 – Nose gear twisted on approach
(JFK, New York, 2012)
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Kennedy Tower good afternoon, TAM 8078 heavy established on the localiser 22 Left.
TAM 8078 heavy Kennedy Tower. Caution wake turbulence. Previous arrival heavy A330. Runway 22 Left cleared to land.
22 Left cleared to land. TAM 8078 heavy.
PAN PAN PAN, TAM 8078 heavy. We need to go-around due to a malfunction. We’ll call for return.
TAM 8078 heavy, roger. I’m sorry, say again. That’s ah, you need to go-around?
Affirmative. Go-around due to malfunction.
TAM 8078 heavy, roger, you can climb and maintain 2000. Ah, start a left turn heading 180 when able and state the nature of your problem.
Standing by, climbing 2000. Heading 180 when possible.
TAM 8078 heavy, I’m sorry. Say again.
We are turning now heading 120, climbing 2000. Ah, problem with the gear. Eh, just standby.
OK roger. You can stay 180 on the heading, 2000. You can stay on this frequency for now.
OK maintaining this frequency.
TAM 8078 heavy. When able just let me know what the nature of the problem is.
Affirmative. We have a problem with the nose-wheel steering. Maybe we will need to maintain the runway after the landing.
OK.
TAM 8078 heavy how is the fuel? How much fuel do you have until complete exhaustion?
OK we have more three-five minutes of fuel time, TAM 8078 heavy.
TAM 8078 heavy roger. You have 35 minutes of fuel ‘til complete exhaustion?
No, no negative. Until we’ll go to the alternate.
OK. And that’s three five … thirty-five minutes?
Affirmative. Thirty five until go to the alternate but we will return soon. Just standby.
OK.
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New York TAM 8078 heavy request return to Runway 22 Right if possible.
TAM 8078 heavy turn left heading 040, it’ll be vectors ILS Runway 22 Right approach.
Affirmative. Turn right, sorry, turn left?
Turn left correct TAM 8078 heavy turn left heading 040 for ILS 22 Right.
Turn left heading 040 to ILS, vectors for ILS 22 Right approach.
TAM 8078 heavy, I just need to verify - are you declaring an emergency?
We have a nose-wheel steering problem. It’s stuck and need to maintain the runway after landing and request some towing. Negative emergency.
Just have to maintain the on after-landing position on the runway and request towing direct to leave the runway.
TAM 8078 heavy thank you for the information. Contact Approach now on 125 point 7. Have a great day.
Left heading 320 TAM 8078 heavy. TAM 8078 heavy just confirm we will maintain the runway after the landing.
TAM 8078 heavy. Understand you’re going to stay on the runway, is that correct? You need a tow?
Affirmative we will need a tow.
TAM 8078 heavy roger. Fly heading 310. Traffic one o'clock, 5 miles southbound. Indicating fifteen hundred. Type is unknown.
OK heading 310 TAM 8078 heavy. Maintaining speed.
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TAM 8078 heavy Kennedy Tower. I'm being told that your nose gear appears to be in the wrong position.
No negative. The nose-gear… the landing is down and locked but we don’t have the nose-wheel steering so we need to maintain the runway after
the landing
TAM 8078 heavy roger. You still wish to land?
Affirmative, we will land.
TAM 8078 heavy roger. 22 Right cleared to land.
22 Right cleared to land, and we will maintain the runway.
TAM 8078 heavy, it appears your nose-gear is sideways, do you still want to land?
Affirm... sorry, say again?
It appears that your nose gear is sideways, not fully down.
OK, we are initialing a go around... performing a go-around, TAM 8078 heavy.
TAM 8078 roger. Fly runway heading, maintain 2000.
Maintain 2000, runway heading, TAM 8078 heavy.
We will need area to do our sequence for next landing. Can you vector us?
Yes. TAM 8078 heavy, fly heading 190 and I understand the nose-wheel is sideways. Is that correct ... is that what they told you?
Yes affirmative but appears now that nose-wheel is a little bit out of track. So turning left ah, heading 190.
TAM 8078 can you repeat what you said? The...you have… something appears….ah, and just to tell me what is wrong again.
Affirm. But here in the cockpit here. Everything appears normal with the landing gear. Just had a nose-wheel steering fault but the tower during our
approach told us that the landing gear appears to be not in the right position so we tried to go-around to investigate for a few moments. So we need
some … about five to ten minutes around here to…
I understand now TAM 8078. You want to run…you want to run your checklist and you want to check and see if you can understand what the fault is.
Affirm. We don’t know exactly though but here in the cockpit everything appears normal but the tower told us that … could not be in the normal
position so we decided to go-around and see what we can do here OK.
I understand. OK speed is your discretion if you want to slow down and fly heading 220. I will vector you over in this area.
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Just for your information, the tower did visually see that the gear was sideways when... from the tower, so just for your information.
Ah... OK... so... we'll check some components here and let you know in a few moments what we can do.
OK and also I can offer you - when you're ready for to come back - I can offer you Runway 31 Left for landing.
OK, we can take 31 Left. It's longer thank you.
TAM 8078 heavy I have a message from maintenance when you're ready.
Affirmative go ahead.
OK what I got from maintenance: they would like you to reset the... anti-skid switch, anti ah... the nose-wheel ant…steering anti-skid switch on the co-pilot
side of the airplane.
Affirmative we are recycling the anti-skid already TAM 8078 heavy.
OK, so you already re-set that switch on the co-pilot’s side?
We are doing this now.
Very good.
From TAM 8078, appear that the re-set of the anti-skid was successful and everything appears normal here. We’re waiting for the confirmation from the tow
on the final approach. It seems that it’s alright now.
Tower good afternoon TAM 8078 heavy ILS 31 Left on the localiser.
TAM 8078 heavy Kennedy Tower. Wind 230 at 9. Airbus 320 on a 3 mile final for Runway 22 Left. The emergency vehicles are standing by. Runway 31 Left
cleared to land.
Thank you cleared to land 31 Left TAM 8078 heavy. Tower, can you confirm for TAM 8078 if the nose-wheel landing gear appears normal?
TAM 8078 heavy it does not appear to be normal.
Thank you very much TAM 8078 heavy.
TAM 8078 heavy it appears cocked at 90 degrees.
- TAM 8078 lands TAM 8078 heavy it appears as you were landing, the nose gear did straighten out and you can stop whenever you like.
Affirmative. If you wish we can vacate the runway.
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